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What’s a great city?



“Cars give people wonderful freedom 
and increase their opportunities. But 
they also destroy the environment, to 
an extent so drastic that they kill all 
social life.”



cars aren’t always bad



“Isolated buildings are symptoms of 
a disconnected sick society”

“There is evidence to show that high 
buildings make people crazy”



tall buildings aren’t always bad

glassed offices

landmarks



Jane Jacobs



The Rockefeller Foundation gave grants for urban topics: 

To Kevin Lynch (MIT) for studies of urban aesthetics 
(Image of the City in 1960)

To Jane Jacobs for studies of urban life 
(The Death and Life of Great American Cities in 1961)





The Death and Life of Great American Cities 

the most influential book in city planning
      (“social capital", "mixed primary uses", "eyes on the street”)

     critique of the 1950s urban renewal policies 
     (attacking Moses for “replacing well-functioning neighborhoods    
      with Le Corbusier-inspired towers”)



  

Glaeser: 
“Moses spent millions and evicted tens of thousands 
to create  buildings that became centers of crime, 
poverty & despair” 



    Death caused by elimination of pedestrian activity 
       (highway construction, large-scale development projects)

      Life meant pedestrians at all times of the day 
        (“sidewalk ballet”)



promoting life = promoting diversity

   Diversity requires 4 essential conditions:
       1. Mixed land uses 
       2. Small blocks
       3. Buildings from many different eras 
       4. Sufficient building densities



1. Mixed land uses 

   What:  2+ primary uses (entire city & streets)

   Why: (residential/ business) areas used at a certain time of the day

   How: Promote “sidewalk ballet” &  “eyes on streets”
1) throughout the day
2) for different purposes (company employees, residents, & visitors)



2. Small blocks

   What: City blocks should be short 

   Why: They decrease travel distance (super-blocks increase it)

   How: 
      1) result in more intersections; 
      2) slow down cars.



3. Buildings from many different eras 

   What: Buildings should be mixed with regard to age and types

   Why: To ensure diverse economic activity

   How: 
    1) Promote coexistence of high-/low-income residents & jobs 
    2) Accept new, small-scale construction and economic changes. 



4. Sufficient building densities

   What: The district has a sufficient concentration of buildings 

   Why: To attract people.

   How:  
      1) There are buildings to go to ;-)
      2)  Minimizing vacuum areas (large-scale, single-use areas)



The four measures are complementary

   Building density would have no effect:
      if the buildings were too standardized,
      if the blocks were too long, 
      if the buildings only served a single use.



Problem
 4 conditions haven’t been empirically tested
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The RNR balancing index calculates the mix of residential 
uses with nonresidential uses for an administrative district, 
dong. From the equation above, the RNR index ranges from 
0 to 1. Like the LUM index, a higher score indicates a district 
with more balance between residential and nonresidential 
uses. Specifically, the three defined RNR index categories 
are residential and nonresidential for daily and nondaily 
uses, residential and nonresidential uses for daily uses, and 
residential and nonresidential uses for nondaily uses.

The current Korean Building Construction Act lists 
twenty-eight categories of building uses. This study recate-
gorized all building uses into five categories based on build-
ing use distribution. The five major building use categories 
are residential, daily neighborhood life, non-daily use, office, 
and other. Daily neighborhood life uses refer to buildings 
that residents use for everyday activities. These include small 
convenience stores, restaurants, medical facilities, and sports 
facilities. Daily neighborhood life buildings are generally 
small, although sizes can vary depending on their use, and 
may range from 300 m2 to 1,000 m2. Non-daily-use buildings 
refer to cultural and meeting facilities, sales and business 
facilities, medical facilities, education and research facilities, 

sports facilities, or all facilities with a total floor area larger 
than daily neighborhood life buildings. For land use mix, we 
developed land use mix measure (LUM5) for five land use 
categories in addition to the RNR balancing index of residen-
tial and nonresidential daily uses. In addition, we developed 
a housing mix index for different housing types such as sin-
gle-family, multifamily, apartment, and others.

Jacobs observed that neighborhoods should serve more 
than a single purpose. This requires a range of facilities that 
are commonly used. Based on her observations, we devel-
oped distance-based mixed use measures among building 
uses using GIS. These measures included the average dis-
tances between the nearest nondaily use building or office 
building and all other buildings. A lower average distance 
between an office building and all other buildings indicates 
that office buildings are mixed with other building uses.

Block Size and Contact Opportunities. Jacobs presented small 
block sizes as the second necessary condition for diversity, as 
they corresponded to increased opportunities for social inter-
action, particularly at street corners. Specifically, she empha-
sized that opportunities for interpersonal contact will increase 

Figure 2. Comparison of neighborhood built environment in Seoul.
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1. Mixed land uses 
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Table 1. Variables and Summary Statistics.

Variables Variable Name Descriptions Observations Mean
Standard 
Deviation Minimum Maximum

Dependent variables
 Model A Walking_all 1 = walking; 0 = driving (all day 7AM–12PM) 170,084 0.471 0.499 0.000 1.000
 Model B Walking_am_pt 1 = walking; 0 = driving (peak time 7AM–9AM) 50,050 0.294 0.456 0.000 1.000
 Model C Walking_daytime 1 = walking; 0 = driving (9AM–6PM) 54,380 0.320 0.466 0.000 1.000
 Model D Walking_pm_pt 1 = walking; 0 = driving (peak time 6PM–8PM) 22,255 0.131 0.337 0.000 1.000
 Model E Walking_night 1 = walking; 0 = driving (8PM–12PM) 17,348 0.102 0.303 0.000 1.000
Independent variables: Level 1 (personal/ household)
 Gender Gender 1 = female, 0 = male 170,084 0.473 0.499 0.000 1.000
 Age Age Years old 170,084 45.121 11.212 19.000 65.000
 Job type Job_type1 1 = professional/office jobs; 0 = no job/housewife 170,084 0.291 0.454 0.000 1.000
 Job_type2 1 = other job types; 0 = no job/housewife 170,084 0.376 0.484 0.000 1.000
 Num. children Num_child Number of children 170,084 0.157 0.446 0.000 4.000
 Car ownership Car_own1 1 = one car per household; 0 = no car 170,084 0.623 0.485 0.000 1.000
 Car_own2 2 = two or more cars per household; 0 = no car 170,084 0.155 0.362 0.000 1.000
 Monthly household income Mhh_inc 1 = <$1,000, 2 = $1,000–$2,000, 3 = $2,000–$3,000, 4 = $3,000–

$5,000, 5 = $5,000–$10,000, 6 = ≥$10,000
170,084 3.523 1.181 1.000 6.000

Independent variables: Level 2 (district)
 Mixed land use LUM5 Entropy index of five categories for land use mix (i.e., residential, 

daily neighborhood life, nondaily use, office, and others)
170,084 0.412 0.176 0.009 0.962

 R_nres_daily Balancing index between residential and nonresidential daily uses 170,084 0.120 0.128 0.000 0.926
 Htype_mix Entropy index of four categories of housing types (i.e., single-family, 

multifamily, apartment, others)
170,084 0.554 0.256 0.000 0.911

 Mdist_nres_daily Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest nonresidential daily use 
building

170,084 37.610 26.997 5.431 240.01

 Mdist_com Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest commercial use building 170,084 266.435 172.313 9.139 1,519.6
 Mdist_off Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest office building 170,084 1,418.2 1,142.6 0.000 4,514.0
 Small block and contact opportunities Nden_intersect. Net density of intersections (number of intersections/net 

administrative district area)
170,084 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001

 Ratio_4w_intersect. Ratio of 4-way intersections (number of 4-way intersections/all 
intersections)

170,084 0.647 0.072 0.420 1.000

 Mdist_intersect Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest intersection 170,084 540.0 481.4 86.8 3834.9
 Aged building and small enterprises Bldg_age_mean Average built year of all buildings 170,084 1,978.5 1.351 1973.2 1983.6
 Bldg_age_sd Standard deviation for the built years of all buildings 170,084 8.470 3.583 2.830 42.903
 Enterprise_size Average no. of employees per firm 170,084 5.489 3.457 1.937 24.880
 Density and concentration Nden_pop(a) Net population density 170,084 0.028 0.011 0.000 0.055
 Nden_emp(b) Net employment density 170,084 0.011 0.024 0.000 0.566
 Nden_interact(a/b) Net density interaction (pop/emp) 170,084 4.696 3.513 0.010 21.250
 Nden_nres_daily Net density of nonresidential daily use floorages 170,084 0.043 0.039 0.000 0.277
 Nden_nres_ndaily Net density of nonresidential nondaily use floorages 170,084 0.100 0.190 0.000 3.699
 Nden_off Net density of office use floorages 170,084 0.031 0.068 0.000 1.091
 Border vacuums Ratio_bldgroups Ratio of number of building groups to number of all buildings 170,084 0.057 0.040 0.000 0.275
 Mdist_railway Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest on-ground railway 170,084 1,782.6 1,223.1 0.000 4,517.9
 Mdist_expway Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest expressway 170,084 1,319.4 877.6 114.8 4,365.3
 Mdist_river Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest river/stream 170,084 753.2 439.5 148.1 2,566.8
 Mdist_station Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest rail station 170,084 542.8 354.2 117.8 2,849.8
 Mdist_park Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest park 170,084 371.2 313.6 60.8 2,238.5

Note: Monthly household income is a categorical variable but employed as a continuous variable in the models; net area (m2) subtracts parks and rivers/streams from each district area; all distance measures are in meters (m).
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Table 1. Variables and Summary Statistics.

Variables Variable Name Descriptions Observations Mean
Standard 
Deviation Minimum Maximum

Dependent variables
 Model A Walking_all 1 = walking; 0 = driving (all day 7AM–12PM) 170,084 0.471 0.499 0.000 1.000
 Model B Walking_am_pt 1 = walking; 0 = driving (peak time 7AM–9AM) 50,050 0.294 0.456 0.000 1.000
 Model C Walking_daytime 1 = walking; 0 = driving (9AM–6PM) 54,380 0.320 0.466 0.000 1.000
 Model D Walking_pm_pt 1 = walking; 0 = driving (peak time 6PM–8PM) 22,255 0.131 0.337 0.000 1.000
 Model E Walking_night 1 = walking; 0 = driving (8PM–12PM) 17,348 0.102 0.303 0.000 1.000
Independent variables: Level 1 (personal/ household)
 Gender Gender 1 = female, 0 = male 170,084 0.473 0.499 0.000 1.000
 Age Age Years old 170,084 45.121 11.212 19.000 65.000
 Job type Job_type1 1 = professional/office jobs; 0 = no job/housewife 170,084 0.291 0.454 0.000 1.000
 Job_type2 1 = other job types; 0 = no job/housewife 170,084 0.376 0.484 0.000 1.000
 Num. children Num_child Number of children 170,084 0.157 0.446 0.000 4.000
 Car ownership Car_own1 1 = one car per household; 0 = no car 170,084 0.623 0.485 0.000 1.000
 Car_own2 2 = two or more cars per household; 0 = no car 170,084 0.155 0.362 0.000 1.000
 Monthly household income Mhh_inc 1 = <$1,000, 2 = $1,000–$2,000, 3 = $2,000–$3,000, 4 = $3,000–

$5,000, 5 = $5,000–$10,000, 6 = ≥$10,000
170,084 3.523 1.181 1.000 6.000

Independent variables: Level 2 (district)
 Mixed land use LUM5 Entropy index of five categories for land use mix (i.e., residential, 

daily neighborhood life, nondaily use, office, and others)
170,084 0.412 0.176 0.009 0.962

 R_nres_daily Balancing index between residential and nonresidential daily uses 170,084 0.120 0.128 0.000 0.926
 Htype_mix Entropy index of four categories of housing types (i.e., single-family, 

multifamily, apartment, others)
170,084 0.554 0.256 0.000 0.911

 Mdist_nres_daily Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest nonresidential daily use 
building

170,084 37.610 26.997 5.431 240.01

 Mdist_com Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest commercial use building 170,084 266.435 172.313 9.139 1,519.6
 Mdist_off Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest office building 170,084 1,418.2 1,142.6 0.000 4,514.0
 Small block and contact opportunities Nden_intersect. Net density of intersections (number of intersections/net 

administrative district area)
170,084 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001

 Ratio_4w_intersect. Ratio of 4-way intersections (number of 4-way intersections/all 
intersections)

170,084 0.647 0.072 0.420 1.000

 Mdist_intersect Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest intersection 170,084 540.0 481.4 86.8 3834.9
 Aged building and small enterprises Bldg_age_mean Average built year of all buildings 170,084 1,978.5 1.351 1973.2 1983.6
 Bldg_age_sd Standard deviation for the built years of all buildings 170,084 8.470 3.583 2.830 42.903
 Enterprise_size Average no. of employees per firm 170,084 5.489 3.457 1.937 24.880
 Density and concentration Nden_pop(a) Net population density 170,084 0.028 0.011 0.000 0.055
 Nden_emp(b) Net employment density 170,084 0.011 0.024 0.000 0.566
 Nden_interact(a/b) Net density interaction (pop/emp) 170,084 4.696 3.513 0.010 21.250
 Nden_nres_daily Net density of nonresidential daily use floorages 170,084 0.043 0.039 0.000 0.277
 Nden_nres_ndaily Net density of nonresidential nondaily use floorages 170,084 0.100 0.190 0.000 3.699
 Nden_off Net density of office use floorages 170,084 0.031 0.068 0.000 1.091
 Border vacuums Ratio_bldgroups Ratio of number of building groups to number of all buildings 170,084 0.057 0.040 0.000 0.275
 Mdist_railway Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest on-ground railway 170,084 1,782.6 1,223.1 0.000 4,517.9
 Mdist_expway Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest expressway 170,084 1,319.4 877.6 114.8 4,365.3
 Mdist_river Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest river/stream 170,084 753.2 439.5 148.1 2,566.8
 Mdist_station Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest rail station 170,084 542.8 354.2 117.8 2,849.8
 Mdist_park Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest park 170,084 371.2 313.6 60.8 2,238.5

Note: Monthly household income is a categorical variable but employed as a continuous variable in the models; net area (m2) subtracts parks and rivers/streams from each district area; all distance measures are in meters (m).
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3. Buildings from many different eras 
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Table 1. Variables and Summary Statistics.

Variables Variable Name Descriptions Observations Mean
Standard 
Deviation Minimum Maximum

Dependent variables
 Model A Walking_all 1 = walking; 0 = driving (all day 7AM–12PM) 170,084 0.471 0.499 0.000 1.000
 Model B Walking_am_pt 1 = walking; 0 = driving (peak time 7AM–9AM) 50,050 0.294 0.456 0.000 1.000
 Model C Walking_daytime 1 = walking; 0 = driving (9AM–6PM) 54,380 0.320 0.466 0.000 1.000
 Model D Walking_pm_pt 1 = walking; 0 = driving (peak time 6PM–8PM) 22,255 0.131 0.337 0.000 1.000
 Model E Walking_night 1 = walking; 0 = driving (8PM–12PM) 17,348 0.102 0.303 0.000 1.000
Independent variables: Level 1 (personal/ household)
 Gender Gender 1 = female, 0 = male 170,084 0.473 0.499 0.000 1.000
 Age Age Years old 170,084 45.121 11.212 19.000 65.000
 Job type Job_type1 1 = professional/office jobs; 0 = no job/housewife 170,084 0.291 0.454 0.000 1.000
 Job_type2 1 = other job types; 0 = no job/housewife 170,084 0.376 0.484 0.000 1.000
 Num. children Num_child Number of children 170,084 0.157 0.446 0.000 4.000
 Car ownership Car_own1 1 = one car per household; 0 = no car 170,084 0.623 0.485 0.000 1.000
 Car_own2 2 = two or more cars per household; 0 = no car 170,084 0.155 0.362 0.000 1.000
 Monthly household income Mhh_inc 1 = <$1,000, 2 = $1,000–$2,000, 3 = $2,000–$3,000, 4 = $3,000–

$5,000, 5 = $5,000–$10,000, 6 = ≥$10,000
170,084 3.523 1.181 1.000 6.000

Independent variables: Level 2 (district)
 Mixed land use LUM5 Entropy index of five categories for land use mix (i.e., residential, 

daily neighborhood life, nondaily use, office, and others)
170,084 0.412 0.176 0.009 0.962

 R_nres_daily Balancing index between residential and nonresidential daily uses 170,084 0.120 0.128 0.000 0.926
 Htype_mix Entropy index of four categories of housing types (i.e., single-family, 

multifamily, apartment, others)
170,084 0.554 0.256 0.000 0.911

 Mdist_nres_daily Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest nonresidential daily use 
building

170,084 37.610 26.997 5.431 240.01

 Mdist_com Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest commercial use building 170,084 266.435 172.313 9.139 1,519.6
 Mdist_off Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest office building 170,084 1,418.2 1,142.6 0.000 4,514.0
 Small block and contact opportunities Nden_intersect. Net density of intersections (number of intersections/net 

administrative district area)
170,084 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001

 Ratio_4w_intersect. Ratio of 4-way intersections (number of 4-way intersections/all 
intersections)

170,084 0.647 0.072 0.420 1.000

 Mdist_intersect Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest intersection 170,084 540.0 481.4 86.8 3834.9
 Aged building and small enterprises Bldg_age_mean Average built year of all buildings 170,084 1,978.5 1.351 1973.2 1983.6
 Bldg_age_sd Standard deviation for the built years of all buildings 170,084 8.470 3.583 2.830 42.903
 Enterprise_size Average no. of employees per firm 170,084 5.489 3.457 1.937 24.880
 Density and concentration Nden_pop(a) Net population density 170,084 0.028 0.011 0.000 0.055
 Nden_emp(b) Net employment density 170,084 0.011 0.024 0.000 0.566
 Nden_interact(a/b) Net density interaction (pop/emp) 170,084 4.696 3.513 0.010 21.250
 Nden_nres_daily Net density of nonresidential daily use floorages 170,084 0.043 0.039 0.000 0.277
 Nden_nres_ndaily Net density of nonresidential nondaily use floorages 170,084 0.100 0.190 0.000 3.699
 Nden_off Net density of office use floorages 170,084 0.031 0.068 0.000 1.091
 Border vacuums Ratio_bldgroups Ratio of number of building groups to number of all buildings 170,084 0.057 0.040 0.000 0.275
 Mdist_railway Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest on-ground railway 170,084 1,782.6 1,223.1 0.000 4,517.9
 Mdist_expway Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest expressway 170,084 1,319.4 877.6 114.8 4,365.3
 Mdist_river Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest river/stream 170,084 753.2 439.5 148.1 2,566.8
 Mdist_station Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest rail station 170,084 542.8 354.2 117.8 2,849.8
 Mdist_park Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest park 170,084 371.2 313.6 60.8 2,238.5

Note: Monthly household income is a categorical variable but employed as a continuous variable in the models; net area (m2) subtracts parks and rivers/streams from each district area; all distance measures are in meters (m).
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Table 1. Variables and Summary Statistics.

Variables Variable Name Descriptions Observations Mean
Standard 
Deviation Minimum Maximum

Dependent variables
 Model A Walking_all 1 = walking; 0 = driving (all day 7AM–12PM) 170,084 0.471 0.499 0.000 1.000
 Model B Walking_am_pt 1 = walking; 0 = driving (peak time 7AM–9AM) 50,050 0.294 0.456 0.000 1.000
 Model C Walking_daytime 1 = walking; 0 = driving (9AM–6PM) 54,380 0.320 0.466 0.000 1.000
 Model D Walking_pm_pt 1 = walking; 0 = driving (peak time 6PM–8PM) 22,255 0.131 0.337 0.000 1.000
 Model E Walking_night 1 = walking; 0 = driving (8PM–12PM) 17,348 0.102 0.303 0.000 1.000
Independent variables: Level 1 (personal/ household)
 Gender Gender 1 = female, 0 = male 170,084 0.473 0.499 0.000 1.000
 Age Age Years old 170,084 45.121 11.212 19.000 65.000
 Job type Job_type1 1 = professional/office jobs; 0 = no job/housewife 170,084 0.291 0.454 0.000 1.000
 Job_type2 1 = other job types; 0 = no job/housewife 170,084 0.376 0.484 0.000 1.000
 Num. children Num_child Number of children 170,084 0.157 0.446 0.000 4.000
 Car ownership Car_own1 1 = one car per household; 0 = no car 170,084 0.623 0.485 0.000 1.000
 Car_own2 2 = two or more cars per household; 0 = no car 170,084 0.155 0.362 0.000 1.000
 Monthly household income Mhh_inc 1 = <$1,000, 2 = $1,000–$2,000, 3 = $2,000–$3,000, 4 = $3,000–

$5,000, 5 = $5,000–$10,000, 6 = ≥$10,000
170,084 3.523 1.181 1.000 6.000

Independent variables: Level 2 (district)
 Mixed land use LUM5 Entropy index of five categories for land use mix (i.e., residential, 

daily neighborhood life, nondaily use, office, and others)
170,084 0.412 0.176 0.009 0.962

 R_nres_daily Balancing index between residential and nonresidential daily uses 170,084 0.120 0.128 0.000 0.926
 Htype_mix Entropy index of four categories of housing types (i.e., single-family, 

multifamily, apartment, others)
170,084 0.554 0.256 0.000 0.911

 Mdist_nres_daily Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest nonresidential daily use 
building

170,084 37.610 26.997 5.431 240.01

 Mdist_com Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest commercial use building 170,084 266.435 172.313 9.139 1,519.6
 Mdist_off Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest office building 170,084 1,418.2 1,142.6 0.000 4,514.0
 Small block and contact opportunities Nden_intersect. Net density of intersections (number of intersections/net 

administrative district area)
170,084 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001

 Ratio_4w_intersect. Ratio of 4-way intersections (number of 4-way intersections/all 
intersections)

170,084 0.647 0.072 0.420 1.000

 Mdist_intersect Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest intersection 170,084 540.0 481.4 86.8 3834.9
 Aged building and small enterprises Bldg_age_mean Average built year of all buildings 170,084 1,978.5 1.351 1973.2 1983.6
 Bldg_age_sd Standard deviation for the built years of all buildings 170,084 8.470 3.583 2.830 42.903
 Enterprise_size Average no. of employees per firm 170,084 5.489 3.457 1.937 24.880
 Density and concentration Nden_pop(a) Net population density 170,084 0.028 0.011 0.000 0.055
 Nden_emp(b) Net employment density 170,084 0.011 0.024 0.000 0.566
 Nden_interact(a/b) Net density interaction (pop/emp) 170,084 4.696 3.513 0.010 21.250
 Nden_nres_daily Net density of nonresidential daily use floorages 170,084 0.043 0.039 0.000 0.277
 Nden_nres_ndaily Net density of nonresidential nondaily use floorages 170,084 0.100 0.190 0.000 3.699
 Nden_off Net density of office use floorages 170,084 0.031 0.068 0.000 1.091
 Border vacuums Ratio_bldgroups Ratio of number of building groups to number of all buildings 170,084 0.057 0.040 0.000 0.275
 Mdist_railway Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest on-ground railway 170,084 1,782.6 1,223.1 0.000 4,517.9
 Mdist_expway Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest expressway 170,084 1,319.4 877.6 114.8 4,365.3
 Mdist_river Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest river/stream 170,084 753.2 439.5 148.1 2,566.8
 Mdist_station Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest rail station 170,084 542.8 354.2 117.8 2,849.8
 Mdist_park Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest park 170,084 371.2 313.6 60.8 2,238.5

Note: Monthly household income is a categorical variable but employed as a continuous variable in the models; net area (m2) subtracts parks and rivers/streams from each district area; all distance measures are in meters (m).
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They used all those variables to explain
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Table 1. Variables and Summary Statistics.

Variables Variable Name Descriptions Observations Mean
Standard 
Deviation Minimum Maximum

Dependent variables
 Model A Walking_all 1 = walking; 0 = driving (all day 7AM–12PM) 170,084 0.471 0.499 0.000 1.000
 Model B Walking_am_pt 1 = walking; 0 = driving (peak time 7AM–9AM) 50,050 0.294 0.456 0.000 1.000
 Model C Walking_daytime 1 = walking; 0 = driving (9AM–6PM) 54,380 0.320 0.466 0.000 1.000
 Model D Walking_pm_pt 1 = walking; 0 = driving (peak time 6PM–8PM) 22,255 0.131 0.337 0.000 1.000
 Model E Walking_night 1 = walking; 0 = driving (8PM–12PM) 17,348 0.102 0.303 0.000 1.000
Independent variables: Level 1 (personal/ household)
 Gender Gender 1 = female, 0 = male 170,084 0.473 0.499 0.000 1.000
 Age Age Years old 170,084 45.121 11.212 19.000 65.000
 Job type Job_type1 1 = professional/office jobs; 0 = no job/housewife 170,084 0.291 0.454 0.000 1.000
 Job_type2 1 = other job types; 0 = no job/housewife 170,084 0.376 0.484 0.000 1.000
 Num. children Num_child Number of children 170,084 0.157 0.446 0.000 4.000
 Car ownership Car_own1 1 = one car per household; 0 = no car 170,084 0.623 0.485 0.000 1.000
 Car_own2 2 = two or more cars per household; 0 = no car 170,084 0.155 0.362 0.000 1.000
 Monthly household income Mhh_inc 1 = <$1,000, 2 = $1,000–$2,000, 3 = $2,000–$3,000, 4 = $3,000–

$5,000, 5 = $5,000–$10,000, 6 = ≥$10,000
170,084 3.523 1.181 1.000 6.000

Independent variables: Level 2 (district)
 Mixed land use LUM5 Entropy index of five categories for land use mix (i.e., residential, 

daily neighborhood life, nondaily use, office, and others)
170,084 0.412 0.176 0.009 0.962

 R_nres_daily Balancing index between residential and nonresidential daily uses 170,084 0.120 0.128 0.000 0.926
 Htype_mix Entropy index of four categories of housing types (i.e., single-family, 

multifamily, apartment, others)
170,084 0.554 0.256 0.000 0.911

 Mdist_nres_daily Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest nonresidential daily use 
building

170,084 37.610 26.997 5.431 240.01

 Mdist_com Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest commercial use building 170,084 266.435 172.313 9.139 1,519.6
 Mdist_off Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest office building 170,084 1,418.2 1,142.6 0.000 4,514.0
 Small block and contact opportunities Nden_intersect. Net density of intersections (number of intersections/net 

administrative district area)
170,084 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001

 Ratio_4w_intersect. Ratio of 4-way intersections (number of 4-way intersections/all 
intersections)

170,084 0.647 0.072 0.420 1.000

 Mdist_intersect Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest intersection 170,084 540.0 481.4 86.8 3834.9
 Aged building and small enterprises Bldg_age_mean Average built year of all buildings 170,084 1,978.5 1.351 1973.2 1983.6
 Bldg_age_sd Standard deviation for the built years of all buildings 170,084 8.470 3.583 2.830 42.903
 Enterprise_size Average no. of employees per firm 170,084 5.489 3.457 1.937 24.880
 Density and concentration Nden_pop(a) Net population density 170,084 0.028 0.011 0.000 0.055
 Nden_emp(b) Net employment density 170,084 0.011 0.024 0.000 0.566
 Nden_interact(a/b) Net density interaction (pop/emp) 170,084 4.696 3.513 0.010 21.250
 Nden_nres_daily Net density of nonresidential daily use floorages 170,084 0.043 0.039 0.000 0.277
 Nden_nres_ndaily Net density of nonresidential nondaily use floorages 170,084 0.100 0.190 0.000 3.699
 Nden_off Net density of office use floorages 170,084 0.031 0.068 0.000 1.091
 Border vacuums Ratio_bldgroups Ratio of number of building groups to number of all buildings 170,084 0.057 0.040 0.000 0.275
 Mdist_railway Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest on-ground railway 170,084 1,782.6 1,223.1 0.000 4,517.9
 Mdist_expway Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest expressway 170,084 1,319.4 877.6 114.8 4,365.3
 Mdist_river Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest river/stream 170,084 753.2 439.5 148.1 2,566.8
 Mdist_station Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest rail station 170,084 542.8 354.2 117.8 2,849.8
 Mdist_park Mean distance of all buildings to the nearest park 170,084 371.2 313.6 60.8 2,238.5

Note: Monthly household income is a categorical variable but employed as a continuous variable in the models; net area (m2) subtracts parks and rivers/streams from each district area; all distance measures are in meters (m).
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diversity as well as good accessibility to facilities in order to 
encourage high levels of walking activity and contributed to a 
more vital urban life. This study also identified that the mix of 
housing types and the good accessibility to commercial use 
have positive association with walking over driving. This 
finding indicates that the urban design policies in Seoul 
should be changed from single-use superblocks of large-scale 
apartment complexes to mixed land use and mixed housing 
types. In addition, proximity to public facilities such as rail 
stations and parks show that cross-use by pedestrians could 
be enhanced if public facilities are located close to buildings.

Next, the existence of aged buildings promotes the possi-
bility of neighborhood cross-use by encouraging walking. 
Analysis of the average age of all buildings showed that the 
existence of newer buildings encouraged travelers to choose 
driving over walking. Jacobs argued that the existence of old 
buildings enhances the urban economy, by providing suitable 
office space for small firms. Recently, Seoul initiated several 
urban regeneration projects to preserve old buildings, con-
sidering them as community assets for local economic vital-
ization. Finally, both employment density and development 
density for nonresidential daily use, nonresidential nondaily 
use, and office use are favorable for encouraging the cross-
use of streets and a more vital urban life.

This study is significant because it helps bridge the gap 
between Jacobs’s theories of a vital urban life and the plan-
ning practice. In particular, we confirmed Jacobs’s claims 
that mixed use, old buildings, high building concentrations, 
and border vacuums contribute to a vital urban life. In addi-
tion, we found that distance-based measures could be more 
useful than area-based ones when analyzing the effect of 
built environment on walking activity in large cities.

As Jacobs indicated, urban planning and design issues in 
large cities should not be viewed as problems of simplicity or 
disorganized complexity that depend on simple statistical 
analyses and probability theories. Although our study did not 
completely address the issue of organized complexity for 
choosing walking over driving in Seoul, it suggested theoreti-
cal and methodological approaches to understanding the role 
of organized complexity with regard to walking. In other 
words, we successfully operationalized Jane Jacobs’s key 
argument of organized complexity theory using not only mul-
tidimensional variables and interaction variables for each 
condition, we also specified four time frames of morning 
peak time, nonpeak daytime, afternoon peak time, and night-
time to measure walking activity. Our study confirmed that 
the physical environment measures based on Jacobs’s urban 
design theories were interconnected and had different impacts 
within different contexts in terms of the physical environment 
and at different times of the day. However, there are still ques-
tionable issues to be addressed to put her design theory into 
practice. Future research should address the degrees of mixed 
land use, block size, and concentration that generate urban 
vibrancy in the different context of urban environment.
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And social media?

    It’s biased, sure. But...
      it’s possible to profile land use of many cities 

 



Land Use from

    Foursquare
    Google Places
    Open Street Map (urban crowdsourcing)
    



Index Multiple Deprivation
+ 

Open Street Map
    



IMD  
(Index of Multiple Deprivation) 

1.  Income 

2.  Employment 

3.  Health 

4.  Education 

5.  Housing 

6.  Crime 

7.  Living 

Environment 



Foursquare

"4d6eb52753db37041907b84b": {"name": "Joyce-way 
Food Market", "location": {"distance": 531, "city": 
"Vancouver", "cc": "CA", "country": "Canada", "state": 
"BC", "address": "4910 Joyce street", "lat": 
49.237693154534945, "lng": -123.0310427439848}, 
"stats": {"tipCount": 0, "checkinsCount": 13, 
"usersCount": 8}, "id": 
"4d6eb52753db37041907b84b", "categories": 
[{"pluralName": "Grocery Stores", "primary": true, 
"name": "Grocery Store", "shortName": "Grocery 
Store", "id": "4bf58dd8d48988d118951735", "icon": 
{"prefix": "https://ss1.4sqi.net/img/categories/shops/
food_grocery_", "name": ".png", "sizes": [32, 44, 64, 
88, 256]}}], "likes": {"count": 0, "groups": []}}



OpenStreetMap

<node id=“…” 
lat=“…” lon=“…” 
user=“…” uid=“…” 
changeset=“…” timestamp=“…”> 

<tag k=“name" v=“…"/> 
<tag k=“amenity” v=“…”/> 

</node> 



POIs:   43.874  
# categories:  421 
POIs:   24.321 
# categories:  381 

Greater Manchester POIs:   37.370  
# categories:  435 

POIs:   27.885 
# categories:  465 

West Midlands 

POIs:   178.756 
# categories:  503 
POIs:   79.343 
# categories:  896 

Greater London 

Foursquare 

OSM 



Themes Category Greater Greater West
London Manchester Midlands

Foursquare
Health harmful Fried Chicken 0.31 0.15 0.19
food Fast Food 0.22 0.31

Wings 0.11
Faith Mosque 0.27 0.22

Church -0.18 -0.15
Non-local African 0.32 0.25
cuisines Caribbean 0.37 0.21

Asian 0.23
Italian -0.26 -0.36 -0.25
Indian -0.27 -0.17
Spanish -0.20
Chinese -0.22

Beauty & Dentist’s Office -0.22 -0.21 -0.15
aesthetics Nail Salon -0.17 -0.19

Salon Barbershop -0.15 -0.35
Sports Golf Course -0.24 -0.28 -0.42

Cricket -0.13 -0.23
Tennis Court -0.23

Open spaces Other Outdoors -0.15 -0.24 -0.25
Lake -0.12 -0.13
Campground -0.22 -0.23
Field -0.15 -0.23
Playground -0.22
Trail -0.21
Outdoors and Recreation -0.14

Bus service Bus 0.15 0.23
Bus Station 0.28 0.32
Bus Stop 0.18

OSM
Road system traffic signals 0.29 0.25
elements crossing 0.25

mini roundabout 0.24
Table 12. Spearman correlation values rs between Foursquare and
OSM categories considered by the thematic analysis and IMD (all re-
sults shown are statistically significant, p < 0.05).

by merging semantically-related codes into broader themes
using relevant urban studies as guidance; finally, identified
themes were refined and named. In the end, a total of eight
common themes were identified: (derived from Foursquare)
health harmful food, faith, non-local cuisines, beauty & aes-
thetics, sports, open spaces, and bus service; (derived from
OSM) road system elements. Table 12 shows the Foursquare
and OSM categories related to each theme, along with the
Spearman correlation values for each category within these
theme, computed through the Clifford et al. method [6] be-
tween their Offering Advantage and IMD. Note that these
correlation values are only valid for the three cities under
study; as these three cities belong to the same country, it is
not surprising that values for the same POI category are sim-
ilar across them. However, if we were to apply this method
to other cities in the world, the same POI category could bear
opposite correlation with deprivation. While correlation find-
ings are expected to differ, the same method could still be
applied to other urban contexts, as long as UGC is available.
We next briefly elaborate on each of the derived themes; in
most cases, to gain confidence in their validity, we mention
similar results in the literature.

Health harmful food
We created this theme to include all the Foursquare venues
that are related with restaurants selling unhealthy food. These
are Fried Chicken, Fast Food and Wings. Those venues are
positively associated with neighborhoods with IMD scores
above the median. This finding is consistent with some stud-

ies in preventive medicine: using qualitative investigations,
MacDonald et al. found that the higher the density of chain
fast-food restaurants, the higher the neighborhood deprivation
for England and Scotland [8]. Other studies have been carried
out in New Zealand [31] and in the USA [2] and found sim-
ilar results, thus suggesting the same correlation sign for this
theme could be found in cities within these other countries
too.

Faith
This theme includes two Foursquare venues: Mosque and
Church. However, the two bear opposite correlation with de-
privation: mosques tend to have higher concentration in ar-
eas with IMD above the median, while churches are more
concentrated in areas with IMD below the median. Previous
research has shown that there is a link between high concen-
trations of Muslim residents in London wards and below the
median IMD values [5]. This seems to be consistent with part
of our finding; however it is also true that Muslims might not
live where their places of worship are located. To ascertain
this missing point, we studied the relationship between the
percentage of Muslims living in a certain area (relative to the
total number of religious people in that area) and the Offering
Advantage for the Foursquare category Mosque. We did so by
extracting information from the Census Data 2011 for Greater
London at the level of ward.9 We indeed found a positive cor-
relation between the presence of mosques in a neighborhood
and percentages of Muslim residents in it (rs = 0.40, p <
0.01). This seems to be congruent with the hypothesis that
neighborhoods with Muslim predominance, which are gen-
erally associated with above-median IMD values in Greater
London [5], have a higher-than-normal number of mosques.

Non-local cuisines
We created this theme to include all Foursquare venues that
are related to restaurants but exclude those covering local cui-
sine (i.e., Pub, Fish & Chips Shop, English Restaurant), as
the latter did not bear strong correlation with IMD. Within
this broad theme, we identified two sub-themes: one com-
prising cuisines that, in the cities under consideration, had
positive correlation with deprivation (e.g., African, Asian and
Caribbean), and one comprising cuisines that, once again for
the three cities under consideration, had negative correlation
with deprivation (e.g., Italian, Chinese, Spanish, Indian).

Beauty & aesthetics
This theme comprises three Foursquare venues: Dentist, Nail
Salon and Salon Barbershop. All these categories are nega-
tively correlated with IMD, suggesting that beauty and aes-
thetics facilities concentrate in neighborhoods with IMD be-
low the median. We found a reference to this finding for
the category Dentist’s Office. Previous studies have, in fact,
demonstrated that high socioeconomic status is significantly
associated with good oral health [23]; our results seem to be
congruent with those findings. However, this is an example
of a finding that may not generalise to other geographic con-
texts: for example, previous research has found a link be-
tween the prevalence of beauty salons in areas of the USA and
their socio-economic deprivation [39]. Note that, although
9
http://www.nomisweb.co.uk/census/2011/ks209ew

correlation (deprivation, place)
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